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In the questions given below, a sentence is given with 

two blanks. Choose the correct pair of words that fits 

correctly in the blanks and forms a meaningful sentence. 

If none is correct, choose option E.
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More than 20,000 Central armed police force 

personnel and Army troops have been _________ 

in Manipur since ethnic violence between the 

Meitei and the Kuki communities ________ on 

May 3, claiming more than 100 lives so far.

1. depleted, erupted

2. deployed, occurred

3. deployed, erupted

4. depleted, occurred

5. None of these
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While in that post, she had _______ diverted funds 

from the State’s Fifth Finance Commission’s grants 

for the __________ of receipt books for 251 village 

panchayats.

1. allegedly, procurement

2. alleged, propaganda

3. alleged, procurement

4. allegedly, propaganda

5. None of these
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__________ heat will grip interior and coastal Tamil 

Nadu for a few days as onset of Southwest monsoon 

has been _________.

1. Relentlessly, deployed

2. Relentless, delayed

3. Relentless, deployed

4. Relentlessly, delayed

5. None of these
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Strong northwester lies, lack of moisture and _______ 

of sea breeze had led to _________ heat in the region.

1. presence, blister

2. absence, blister

3. presence, blistering

4. absence, blistering

5. None of these
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The Charla police in Telangana _________ an 

attempt by Maoists to ___________ explosive 

materials through their courier network by 

arresting three alleged Maoist couriers.

1. thwarted, arrest

2. thwarted, procure

3. propelled, arrest

4. propelled, procure

5. None of these
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In each of the questions given below, four words are 

given in bold. These four words are may or may not be 

in the correct position. The sentence is then followed 

by options with the correct combination of words that 

should replace each other in order to make the sentence 

grammatically and contextually correct. If the sentence 

is correct as it is then select option E as your option.
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Before (A)accompanying the elephant into the (B) 

forest, the (C) jungle veterinarians (D)releasing the 

pachyderm treated it for the injuries sustained.

1. ADCB

2. DCBA

3. DBCA

4. ACBD

5. No improvement required
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The Madurai Bench of the Madras High Court on 

Tuesday directed the public interest (A)litigation 

petition (B)pertaining to the (C)translocation of 

Arikompan to be placed before a Special Bench 

(D)hearing cases related to environmental issues.

1. CDAB

2. BCAD

3. DCAB

4. ACBD

5. No improvement required
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The Union Ministry of Finance has approved the 

proposal for (A)funding an additional amount of Rs. 

12,911.15 crore for (B)sanctioning the (C)across 

Polavaram irrigation project (D)ongoing the Godavari 

in Andhra Pradesh.

1. BADC

2. BDCA

3. ABDC

4. ADCB

5. No improvement required
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The (A)cost was also (B)repairing release of Rs.2,000 

crore towards the (C)centre of (D)considering the 

damages caused to the Polavaram project by floods, it 

added.

1. ADBC

2. CBAD

3. CDAB

4. ADCB

5. No improvement required
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A (A)habit of leaders took (B)raise to the CM’s 

comments at Nirmal public meeting and said KCR had 

the (C)host of making cheap comments on the 

Opposition to (D)objection his level of confidence.

1. ADCB

2. CDAB

3. BCDA

4. ACBD

5. No improvement required
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In each of the following questions, out of five parts given, 

two contains an error. You are required to read the same 

carefully and choose the option that contains the parts with 

an error in them. If the sentence is grammatically correct, 

choose option E i.e.., No error.
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The paramilitary forces that have created a security grid 

/(A) and are patrolling “buffer areas” between /(B) the 

Imphal valley to adjoining hill areas, /(C) where the Kuki

people live, to prevent any violence, /(D) can only been of 

limited help. /(E)

1. A and C

2. B and E

3. E and C

4. B and D

5. No error
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The underlying differences between/(A) the groups require 

a longer/(B) political dialogue and/(C) rumination as they 

are/(D) not easy to solve. /(E)

1. A and C

2. B and E

3. E and C

4. B and D

5. No error
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It is a sobering reality that India lost/(A) won an ICC 

silverware during/(B) the 2013 ICC Champions Trophy 

in/(C) England and this is a historical vacuum/(D) that 

Rohit and company will felt a need to address. /(E)

1. A and E

2. B and E

3. E and C

4. B and D

5. No error
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The Oval surface, like Sydney SCG, /(A) can have a 

subcontinental flavour, /(B) since under whimsical English 

skies/(C) and with a hint of grass on the pitch, /(D) the 

tussle could throw up many riveting angles. /(E)

1. A and E

2. B and E

3. A and C

4. B and D

5. No error
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Select the phrase/connector from the given three options 

which can be used to form a single sentence from the two 

sentences given below, implying the same meaning as 

expressed in the statement sentences.
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1. With the Ashes series against England looming ahead, 

Cummins would hope that the WTC final would offer a 

fillip

2. India, ever consistent, equally wants to prove that it can 

hold its nerve in the climax.

1. while

2. but

3. though

4. so

5. None of these
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1. the Dotcom bubble burst in 2000

2. the rapid scale and pace of development of technology 

have, radically and disruptively transformed our societies 

and daily lives

1. Although the Dot-com ……

2. In spite of the Dot-com ……

3. Ever since the Dot-com ……

4. Ironically the Dot-com ……

5. None of these
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